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This PowerPoint template requires basic PowerPoint 

(version 2007 or newer) skills. Below is a list of commonly 

asked questions specific to this template.  

If you are using an older version of PowerPoint some 

template features may not work properly. 

 

TEMPLATE FAQs 
 

Verifying the quality of your graphics 

Go to the VIEW menu and click on ZOOM to set your 

preferred magnification. This template is at 100% the size 

of the final poster. All text and graphics will be printed at 

100% their size. To see what your poster will look like when 

printed, set the zoom to 100% and evaluate the quality of 

all your graphics before you submit your poster for printing. 

 

 

Modifying the layout 

This template has four different  

column layouts.  Right-click your  

mouse on the background  and  

click on LAYOUT to see the layout  

options.  The columns in the provided  layouts are fixed and 

cannot be moved but advanced users can modify any layout 

by going to VIEW and then SLIDE MASTER. 

 

 

Importing text and graphics from external sources 

TEXT: Paste or type your text into a pre-existing 

placeholder or drag in a new placeholder from the left side 

of the template. Move it anywhere as needed. 

 

PHOTOS: Drag in a picture placeholder, size it first, click in 

it and insert a photo from the menu. 

 

TABLES: You can copy and paste a table from an external 

document onto this poster template. To adjust the way the 

text fits within the cells of a table that has been pasted, 

right-click on the table, click FORMAT SHAPE  then click on 

TEXT BOX and change the INTERNAL MARGIN values to 0.25. 

 

 

Modifying the color scheme 

To change the color scheme of this template go to the 

DESIGN menu and click on COLORS. You can choose from the 

provided color combinations or create your own. 
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This PowerPoint 2007 template produces a 91cm x 122cm 

professional  poster. You can use it to create your research 

poster and save valuable time placing titles, subtitles, text, 

and graphics.  

 

We provide a series of online tutorials that will guide you 

through the poster design process and answer your poster 

production questions.  

 

To view our template tutorials, go online to 

PosterPresentations.com and click on HELP DESK. 

 

When you are ready to  print your poster, go online to 

PosterPresentations.com. 
 

Need Assistance?  Call  us at 1.866.649.3004 
  

Object Placeholders 
 

Using the placeholders 

To add text, click inside a placeholder on the poster and 

type or paste your text.  To move a placeholder, click it 

once (to select it).  Place your cursor on its frame, and your 

cursor will change to this symbol       .  Click once and drag 

it to a new location where you can resize it.  

 

Section Header placeholder 

Click and drag this preformatted section header 

placeholder to the poster area to add another section 

header. Use section headers to separate topics or concepts 

within your presentation.  

 

 

 

Text placeholder 

Move this preformatted text placeholder to the poster to 

add a new body of text. 

 

 

 

 

Picture placeholder 

Move this graphic placeholder onto your poster, size it first, 

and then click it to add a picture to the poster. 
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The first piece of this specimen was found by Nigel Larkin on the beach beneath the 

Spittles Slip east of Lyme Regis during the SVPCA meeting in the town in September 2011. 

It was a large (approximately 40kg) block from the Shales-with-Beef Member of the 

Charmouth Mudstone Formation (Lower Jurassic). Bones were visible in cross section on 

all four sides in a layer about a third of the way down into the block. Due to weathering, 

some aspects of the bones other than simple cross-sections were slightly visible. The 

block was taken from the beach and shown to colleagues at the conference. After 

reporting it to staff at Lyme Regis museum and to Richard Edmonds, the Earth Science 

Manager of the Jurassic Coast World Heritage Team, more material was found by local 

palaeontologists Paddy Howe, Chris Andrew and Mike Harrison. 

The specimen then comprised one large block and fourteen smaller blocks, many of which 

joined up to form a second large block (those that did join have been glued back 

together). Two pieces recovered from high on the slip were part and counterpart and 

were not glued back together as they show so many interesting features on their broken 

surfaces. As all the blocks recovered contain bones or fragments of bones (spread over 

102cm in the longest axis ) it is clear that the complete specimen must have been much 

bigger.  

Despite many bone fragments being visible naturally, no-one was able to positively 

identify any of the elements. Therefore the specimen was regarded as potentially of 

significant scientific importance and as a result it was recorded as a category 1 specimen 

in the West Dorset Fossil Collecting Code of Conduct (record number 273) and the 

specimen was donated to Lyme Regis Museum. Funding was then provided by Dorset 

County Council to undertake a limited amount of initial preparation to facilitate the 

identification of the material.  

 

Discovery of the material 

 

Preparation and conservation 

The bones 

  

Discussion, conclusion and a request 

 Preliminary preparation of all the blocks has revealed a curious association of bones and 

bone fragments so strange that so far no one has been able to positively identify any 

elements of the specimen. Ideas have ranged from chondrostean, sarcopterygian, the 

actinopterygian Pachychormus and even crustacean to regurgitate – and if the latter is 

true then a mixture of any of these (and more) is possible and further assistance with 

identification is required. 

Colleagues are therefore encouraged to study these images and the specimen itself and 

to convey their thoughts. All ideas will be warmly welcomed and will be suitably 

acknowledged in any ensuing publication. So, answers on a postcard, please! If you 

have any thoughts regarding the identification of any of the individual elements please 

write them down, noting the image number where relevant and please include your email 

address. Many thanks. 
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The rock was very hard and the bones were generally very small, fragmentary and brittle 

and lay in unpredictable positions. Using sodium bicarbonate powder with a swamblaster 

airabrasive unit cleaned the bone fragments nicely when found but it was not strong 

enough to remove of the overlying rock on its own. More aggressive powders could have 

been used to remove the rock but these would have been far too damaging to the bones. 

Therefore the top couple of inches of each block had to be removed with a pneumatic 

preparation pen (Ken Mannion’s ‘ST’ tool) down to the level of the bone layer - which was 

less gentle than ideal. 

Bones that were visible in the breaks between adjoining pieces were inevitably in poor 

condition as they had been damaged on the beach or during their time in the slip. 

However, the rock was in good enough condition that the adjoining pieces could 

successfully be glued back together.  

The surfaces of the breaks were treated with a couple of applications of Paraloid B72 (a 

reversible methacrylate co-polymer) in acetone at 5 to 10%, before Paraloid B72 adhesive 

was applied and the pieces left at a suitable angle for the glue to set. When all the 

smaller pieces had been glued back together and prepared, their undersides were treated 

with Paraloid B72 consolidant (in acetone at 10%) to form a reversible protective barrier 

layer. Then plaster of paris was applied to the undersides of these pieces to make the 

specimen a universal depth (the blocks as found were all of different thicknesses) and to 

give it additional mechanical strength so it was less likely to fall apart when moved.  

The pieces that had been split while on the slip were not glued back together as this 

would have involved losing some useful information. All chips of rock more than 2mm in 

size (amounting to about 10kg) have been retained in case they are useful for research, 

i.e. looking at microfauna to determine the environment the specimen is from. 

Richard Edmonds trying 

to work out which piece 

goes where… 

Above left, Bone 4, a bifurcating rib? (cm scale). Above right, Bone 5 (long axis 41mm). 

The various 

pieces laid out in 

position before 

preparation and 

not yet glued 

together. 

Above left, Bone 6 (long axis 73mm). Above right & below, several strange bones (Type 7), 

almost identical to one another with a distinctive figure of eight shape in cross section. 

Above left, Bone 2 (long axis 48mm). Above right, tiny sections of slender bone (fin 

bones?) in a pocket of much softer sediment, which occurs several times (Bone type 3). 

Above left, the main block during preparation, with some of the overburden 

removed front and right). Above right, Bone 1 (long axis  53mm). 
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